




Welcome to Miraflores Park, A Belmond Hotel

Glittering waves, 
vibrant flowers  
and the very best 
of coastal Lima – 
the dream is real.



MIRAFLORES PARK, A BELMOND HOTEL, LIMA

CHAPTER ONE

Discover Peru
At once vibrant and mystical, Peru is a realm of  
lost civilizations and tangible history. With Belmond, 
journey to the beating heart of the Land of the Incas

A jewel in South America’s crown, Peru encapsulates 
everything we love about travel: time-honored 
traditions, vibrant cultures and wild landscapes.  
That’s why, for years, we’ve grown our family of hotels, 
trains and bespoke adventures across this fabled land. 
Our destinations take you to some of the country’s 
most coveted areas, from stunning Cusco perched 
high in the Andes to the ancient Inca citadel of 
Machu Picchu and the awe-inspiring Colca Canyon.

Our globetrotting guests adore Peru’s capital, Lima, 
perched on the Pacific Coast. Set in a verdant garden, 
Miraflores Park is a true urban sanctuary located 
beside the cosmopolitan city’s cultural gems. 
Whether you join us here for leisure or business, this 
special retreat is destined to impress. Unwind in Zest 
Spa or, should you need, put in some extra hours  
in the sophisticated Executive Lounge. As evening 
falls, ascend to the rooftop pool for a sunset dip.  
The ocean views here are quite simply spectacular.
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“ The  real voyage 
of discovery 

consists not in seeking new 

landscapes but in having new 

eyes.”  
– Marcel Proust
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Uncover Lima 

Rising above a long coastline of crumbling cliffs, Lima 
is a place of contrasts. Ancient traditions and cultural 
gems fill this thriving metropolis

For centuries, this resilient city has survived and thrived 
in the face of apocalyptic earthquakes, warfare and the 
rise and fall of civilizations. Even before conquistador 
Pizarro sketched out the boundaries for the Ciudad de 
los Reyes – City of the Kings – in 1535, the area served 
as a center for indigenous peoples. Today, sprawling 
across 43 neighborhoods, Lima is Peru’s largest urban 
area, home to one third of the country’s population  
– nearing 10 million people. For travelers, it paints  
a picture of dynamism and energy that connects the 
present with its ancient past.

From the Pacific coast to the historic center, grand 
colonial buildings are juxtaposed by glass-encased 
skyscrapers. Majestic religious processions recall  
the 18th century while crowded nightclubs resound 
with tropical beats. Scattered throughout are artisan 
shops, galleries, quirky bars and tranquil plazas. 
Wander from simple cevicherías with staggeringly fresh 
seafood to Miraflores’ trendy restaurants, and you’ll 
soon discover why Lima is considered the continent’s 
culinary capital. Come sunset, stroll the Malecón, a 
long coastal promenade, and people watch as you 
sip a pisco sour at a street-side café.
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CHAPTER TWO

Set in one of Lima’s most fashionable areas, 
Miraflores Park takes you straight to the heart of 
all that’s enticing about this capital city

A city hotel that can cite a string of palm trees as its 
closest neighbor and the glimmering Pacific Ocean  
as its view, Miraflores Park is a true urban sanctuary. 
Set in a verdant garden atop a towering cliff, this 
unique hotel takes its name from the well- 
heeled neighborhood of Miraflores, which translates  
as “Look! Flowers!” in English. This district of Lima  
is loved by local people for its blooming six-mile 
boardwalk that borders the Pacific and is a go-to 
destination for luxurious shopping.

Walk into our airy atrium and you’re greeted by the 
sight of our sweeping staircase. Suites showcase 
views over the shimmering city or the Pacific. Head  
to our terrace pool for a dip and you’ll see surfers 
and paragliders enjoying the coast. For the ultimate  
in pampering, visit Zest Spa. There’s a buzz about 
Tragaluz restaurant, a relaxed space serving modern 
international cuisine. Belo Bar, meanwhile, offers 
innovative cocktails and is the perfect spot to plan 
the next day’s adventures.

A Warm Welcome

Discover what makes  

our hotel unique.  

Take a look inside our 

walls at belmond.com/

miraflorespark

https://www.belmond.com/hotels/south-america/peru/lima/belmond-miraflores-park/
https://www.belmond.com/hotels/south-america/peru/lima/belmond-miraflores-park/
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Junior Suites

Our range of Junior Suites offer an indulgent 
sanctuary after a busy day in the Peruvian capital. 
Each is exquisitely decorated, features floor-to-ceiling 
views and benefits from a separate sitting space and  
a work area with a desk. Looking for refreshments? 
Each suite boasts a minibar as well as 24-hour room 
service. You’ll also enjoy a widescreen LCD TV, plus 
complimentary WiFi and a daily newspaper. Relax  
in fine cotton linens on your king-size bed or twin 
beds and enjoy a spacious marble bathroom with a 
separate tub and shower along with luxury toiletries. 
Take in vistas of Lima or the Pacific from our City View 
Junior Suite and Ocean View Junior Suite. Stay in our 
Garden Junior Suite and discover a spacious terrace 
overlooking our verdant outdoor area. Club Lounge 
facilities including complimentary breakfast, snacks 
and beverages throughout the day are available in  
our Ocean View Club Junior Suite and City View  
Club Junior Suite. 
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Deluxe Junior Suites

Each of these suites boasts a warming interior 
bearing native accents of Peru. They’re an indulgent 
choice; gaze across the vibrant Miraflores district or 
the Pacific Ocean from the City View Deluxe Junior 
Suite or Ocean View Deluxe Junior Suite. Prepare to 
be wowed by the floor-to-ceiling views. You’ll enjoy 
a separate sitting space and a work area with a desk. 
When it’s time to unwind at the end of the day, you’ll 
find a fully stocked minibar, widescreen LCD TV and 
WiFi. Stretch out on your king-size or twin beds, and 
relax in crisp cotton linens. Walk into your huge marble 
bathroom and you’ll find a sauna and luxury toiletries. 
Our City View Club Deluxe Junior Suite and Ocean 
View Club Deluxe Junior Suite offer access to the 
facilities of our Club Lounge, serving refreshment 
throughout the day.
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Terrace One Bedroom Suite

Step inside and discover a personal haven in the 
heart of this scintillating, fashionable city as you  
treat yourself to some of the finest accommodations 
Lima has to offer. The Terrace One Bedroom Suite 
features a bright and warm interior, with details that 
reflect the rich heritage of Peru. A generous private 
terrace with a romantic balcony is the ideal place 
from which to enjoy views across the city, and you’ll 
have access to the Executive Lounge. This luxury 
suite features a separate bedroom as well as a living 
and dining area. In the mood for entertainment? 
Enjoy a widescreen LCD TV in your suite, as well as 
complimentary WiFi, a daily newspaper and 24-hour 
room service. Those seeking serious relaxation will 
adore our sumptuous marble bathrooms with a 
separate bathtub and shower, plush bathrobes  
and, of course, luxurious toiletries.
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Presidential Pool Suites

Looking for unparalleled luxury in Lima? Step  
inside our glorious Presidential Pool Suites and 
experience the highest level of sophistication at this 
stylish, celebrated hotel. Each of our one-bedroom 
Presidential Pool Suites boasts a private terrace and 
its own glittering plunge pool – the perfect place  
to soak up the panoramic ocean views. Inside, the 
generous bedroom is complemented by a separate, 
spacious living and dining area. For a truly indulgent 
stay, this suite can be connected to the Terrace  
One Bedroom Suite, an ideal choice for families  
or friends traveling together. You’ll also enjoy an  
LCD TV, Blu-ray players, complimentary WiFi and  
a daily newspaper. Your beautiful marble bathroom 
features its own private sauna and our butler service 
is available at any time, night or day. Spread out  
on the luxurious king-size bed at the end of a day’s 
adventures and dream of this compelling city.
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CHAPTER THREE

Discover the best of all worlds, staying in total luxury 
in the chic Miraflores district  – a mere stone’s throw 
away from the Pacific’s alluring waves

Whether you’re joining us for business, leisure or  
a cultural break, Miraflores Park will satisfy your every 
need. While away those work hours in our 
sophisticated Executive Lounge. For those looking  
to kick back, Zest Spa offers heavenly treatments 
incorporating Peruvian products. Come evening,  
head to the hotel’s rooftop for a sunset dip. 

To fully soak up all that this wonderful district has  
to offer, hop on one of our free hotel bicycles and 
take a romantic ride around Miraflores, breathing in 
the refreshing ocean air on the way. Back at Miraflores 
Park, savor our breathtaking vistas with a pisco sour 
in hand. The hotel’s Belo Bar whips up a lighter than 
light take on Peru’s signature cocktail: expect 
sweetness and sunshine in a single iconic 
concoction. Sip and sink into bliss.

Within Our Walls

Peek into our world of 

unforgettable experiences 

at belmond.com/

miraflorespark

https://www.belmond.com/hotels/south-america/peru/lima/belmond-miraflores-park/
https://www.belmond.com/hotels/south-america/peru/lima/belmond-miraflores-park/
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Memorable Dining

With healthy al fresco breakfasts, sumptuous  
Peruvian cuisine and out-of-this-world cocktails,  
this is a culinary experience like no other

Transport your tastebuds with a complete Peruvian 
immersion. Raising the bar on excellence for Lima 
restaurants, Miraflores Park offers a full spectrum of 
fusion cuisine and informal dining.

True to its name, The Observatory restaurant offers 
spectacular panoramas across Lima and the Pacific 
Ocean. Indulge in the al fresco breakfast buffet: fresh 
breads, pastries, charcuterie, fruit, local Peruvian 
specialties and eggs cooked to order ensure  
a hearty start to your day. 

Framed by a garden of indigenous plants, Tragaluz 
steals the spotlight in Lima’s celebrated dining  
scene. Arresting art and chic interiors set the stage  
for culinary theater. Combining Asian, Mediterranean  
and Peruvian flavors, the menu has received critical 
acclaim worldwide.

As evening falls, step into our understatedly elegant 
Belo Bar, a favorite with the city’s trendsetters. Pull up  
a seat at the marble counter, order our famed cheese 
platter and have the bartender pour you a glass of 
crisp white wine. Perfection. 
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Time To Unwind

With treatments rooted in Peruvian botanicals and 
a focus on ancient healing techniques, our spa will 
soothe both body and soul 

Zest Spa offers a menu of nourishing therapies, body 
wraps and skin-polishing facials. Our specialists can 
design a complete treatment package for you to enjoy 
either individually or with a partner. Our signature 
massage, Zest Freestyle, is tailored to each guest’s 
specific needs. It’s the ideal way to replenish your 
energy after a busy day. Later, feel tranquility wash 
over you in the nearby relaxation area.

Should you want to stay in the comfort of your room, 
we can prepare an aromatic bath using salts and 
petals, illuminated by flickering candles. Champagne 
and strawberries make the perfect accompaniment.

Holistic fitness classes exercise body and mind. 
Be led through yoga asanas to enhance your core 
strength and flexibility, while achieving balance and 
alignment. Or, why not combine yoga with cardio  
in one complete fitness session at our gym? Guided 
by our bilingual instructors, each circuit is designed 
to leave you strong, supple and mentally renewed.

Feeling refreshed? Head up to our heated rooftop 
pool and admire breathtaking views of Lima and  
the Pacific Ocean. 
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Celebrate In Style 

In typically singular style, Miraflores Park offers the 
ideal setting for any event, whether glamorous 
weddings or business meetings

With sublime views and state-of-the-art facilities, our 
hotel sets the stage for a truly memorable occasion.
As the evening sun melts into the Pacific surf, our 
terrace is bathed in beautiful golden light – the perfect 
spot to say “I do”. Entertain intimate groups of 25 or 
host a lavish party for up to 300 guests across our 
eight ornate dining halls. Our dedicated team will 
handpick the city’s finest musicians, source the 
perfect photographer and create a celebratory  
menu of seasonal delights. Leave everything to us.

Miraflores Park is also distinguished by an exceptional 
level of business service. Our attentive staff make it 
their job to ensure business travelers stay cool, calm 
and relaxed, even when presenting to hundreds of 
delegates. Check into our professional Executive 
Lounge and make use of the latest technology, or 
consult with the team to tailor an event to your each 
and every need. 
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Unique Experiences

Art & Mixology at Tragaluz

Learn about the work of acclaimed 
Peruvian painter Mateo Liébana,  
whose vibrant work adorns the hotel 
walls, while sampling cocktails expertly 
prepared by our bar manager. 

Afternoon Tea

Indulge in a sumptuous selection  
of finger sandwiches and petits fours. 
Meanwhile, each evening in the hotel 
lobby, a pianist will serenade you  
with a soothing repertoire. 

Pisco Lessons 

Pisco may have made its way across 
the world, but there’s little quite  
like tasting Peru’s national spirit in 
its birthplace. For the full experience, 
bartenders offer daily pisco lessons. 

Peruvian Dance Class

Get into the groove with fellow guests. 
Under the expert guidance of Belmond 
staff, master basic steps before learning 
Peru’s most iconic dances including the 
Marinera Norteña. 

Cocktails on the  
Observatory Terrace

Admire the sunset from our 11th-floor 
Observatory terrace while sipping one 
of Peru’s favorite cocktails: a pisco sour 
or a ginger-spiked chilcano. 

Children’s Cinema

Great films for youngsters are screened 
upon request on the second floor of 
the bar, keeping both them entertained 
and you relaxed. A selection of cookies 
and popcorn is also provided. 

You don’t need to step outside the 
hotel walls to discover a world of 
Peruvian pleasure 
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CHAPTER FOUR

Beachside boulevards, colonial churches, chic 
restaurants, artisan markets... Lima’s diverse 
treasures are waiting to be discovered

Once overlooked by international visitors hurrying 
through Peru’s capital to explore Cusco or Arequipa, 
Lima’s star has risen in recent years – and rightly  
so. You’ll find eye-catching architecture throughout 
the city. The Church of San Francisco is famed for  
its canary-yellow façade, while Casa de Aliaga is the 
city’s oldest colonial mansion. See some of the best 
of contemporary art at MATE museum. In search  
of souvenirs? Sift through printed fabrics, tasseled 
bags and handmade jewelry at the Mercado Inca. 

Wander across the hopelessly romantic Bridge of 
Sighs, explore the Museum of the Inquisition and 
Congress or uncover the Sanctuary of Las Nazarenas, 
one of Lima’s most storied churches. Surfers ride the 
waves of Playa Costa Verde while paragliders make 
the most of Miraflores’ cliff tops. 

Taste some of the world’s best ceviche at La Mar  
or Japanese cuisine at Maido. Central, one of the 
World’s 50 Best Restaurants, is within easy reach. 
Come sunset, wind your way back to Miraflores Park 
along our garden-lined path. Join the throng of 
strollers, slick cyclists and young lovers, all soaking up 
that gorgeous sea view. 

Out & About

Belmond holds the key  

to wondrous Peru. Unlock 

your next adventure 

at belmond.com/

miraflorespark

https://www.belmond.com/hotels/south-america/peru/lima/belmond-miraflores-park/
https://www.belmond.com/hotels/south-america/peru/lima/belmond-miraflores-park/
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Discover More

Horse Show

Riders at a private hacienda will show 
off Peruvian Paso horses to dazzling 
effect as they step in time to the beat  
– the animals can even perform the 
famous “Marinera” dance of Peru.

Cycling

Lose yourself in the sights and sounds 
of the city and don’t forget to stop 
for spicy street snacks along the way. 
Bicycles are available for use free of 
charge from the hotel.

Jogging and Yoga

Start the day calm, collected and 
revitalized with an energizing al fresco 
exercise class featuring stretching, 
breathing exercises, jogging, yoga  
and meditation.

Bohemian Tour

A private tour of Barranco, the artistic 
heart of Lima, is sure to enchant. Visit 
the museum of Pedro de Osma, see 
contemporary art at MATE, and visit 
the home of the artist Víctor Delfín. 

Paracas: Ballestas Islands and 
National Reserve

Admire the famous three-pronged 
Candelabra geoglyph, stroll the 
Ballestas Islands and explore the 
Paracas National Reserve’s museum.

Outdoor Fun

Gather your family for an expedition 
into the great outdoors with kites  
and frisbees for an active afternoon.  
Or feed Sariri, the hotel’s pet turtle,  
and her friends in the pond.

Make the most of the city’s culture  
or get back to nature mere moments 
from Miraflores Park
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CHAPTER FIVE

Continue Your 
Adventure
Explore Machu Picchu at sunrise or trace the glistening 
shores of Lake Titicaca. With Belmond, your Peruvian 
adventures will be simply extraordinary 

Belmond has perfected the art of creating magical 
escapes that fortify your connection with this fabled 
land. Combine any of our experiences to make your 
dream trip a reality. 

Our hotels and trains sit in Peru’s most iconic areas, 
with Sanctuary Lodge uniquely positioned at the 
entrance of Machu Picchu. From Poroy, just  
outside Cusco, catch the Hiram Bingham train which 
will take you towards its gates. Meanwhile the Andean 
Explorer, South America’s first luxury sleeper train, 
takes guests across the Andes to Arequipa. In Cusco, 
sister hotels Monasterio and Palacio Nazarenas sit 
atop ancient Inca ruins. In cosmopolitan Lima, 
Miraflores Park perches on the Pacific seafront. Inland, 
Rio Sagrado is tucked in the Sacred Valley, an area 
replete with rare wildlife. Las Casitas offers a tranquil 
oasis surrounded by the Colca Canyon’s dramatic 
landscapes. 

We would be delighted to help you create a bespoke 
itinerary across the Land of the Incas and even on to 
our two magnificent hotels in Brazil. The adventure  
of a lifetime lies ahead. 

With Belmond, your 

Peruvian journey will  

be breathtaking.  

Find out more at  

belmond.com/peru

https://www.belmond.com/south-america/peru
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Palacio Nazarenas, A Belmond Hotel

Monasterio, A Belmond Hotel

At once cool, cosmopolitan and steeped in history, 
this fairytale hideaway echoes all the qualities that 
make the surrounding city of Cusco so enchanting

Palacio Nazarenas was the private home of a 
conquistador before being transformed into a 
convent in 1715. Today, we’ve preserved all that’s 
precious: original stonework, colonial frescoes and 
gold-framed paintings. Yet you’ll also discover the 
best of the new world within our walls, including  
our local art collection, oxygen-enriched air and 
underfloor heating. Indulge in daring cuisine from 
Peru’s leading chefs at Senzo restaurant or unwind  
at Hypnôze Spa where glass floors look down to 
beautifully preserved Inca foundations below.

A stone’s throw from Plaza de Armas, Cusco’s central 
square, this enchanting retreat captures the 
imagination with centuries-old charm

A former Jesuit seminary built atop an Inca palace, 
Monasterio is recognised by Peru’s National Institute 
of Culture as a historical landmark. Step inside its 
quiet confines and you’ll find graceful archways, 
cobbled paths and a gilded chapel hung with 
artwork dating from the 17th century. In the lush 
courtyard garden, a 300-year-old cedar tree is a 
testament to the living history of this special place. 
Dine by candlelight at El Tupay restaurant and you 
may be serenaded by one of Peru’s leading sopranos. 
Later, settle in the vaulted lounge and sip a perfect 
pisco sour to the harmonies of sacred songs. 
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Andean Explorer, A Belmond Train

Las Casitas, A Belmond Hotel

Carve a path through the Andean peaks aboard South 
America’s first luxury sleeper train, reaching an altitude 
of some 4,630m . The journey itself is the destination…

Travel from Cusco across the lofty Altiplano to Lake 
Titicaca and Arequipa. Take in spectacular scenery, 
dive into vibrant cities, explore awe-inspiring ruins, 
and escape to serene enclaves. With Peruvian motifs 
and throws of alpaca wool, the Andean Explorer’s 
16 navy carriages echo the surrounding landscape. 
Once settled into your ensuite cabin, head up a 
restaurant car for an unforgettable repast on the 
rails. Gather with fellow guests around the grand 
piano before stepping out onto the deck, pisco sour 
in hand, as the La Raya mountains capture your heart. 

Alight from the Andean Explorer for a zig-zag 
journey through the Andes to this serene oasis which 
blends seamlessly with the Colca Canyon

At one with their natural habitat, the 20 charming 
cottages of Las Casitas dot the lush slopes high 
above the Colca River. Modern comforts and local 
style go hand in hand; private terraces gaze over 
a heated plunge pool, while indoor and outdoor 
showers offer a unique way to soak up those valley 
views. Feast on local delicacies at Curiña restaurant 
or sip cocktails at Puccq’io bar as stars fill the vast 
sky outside. The canyon offers endless opportunities 
for adventure: breathtaking hikes, horseback rides, 
trout fishing, condor spotting. Need to wind down? 
Feel everyday stresses melt away at Samay Spa.
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Create Your Itinerary

Lima

MIRAFLORES PARK
Hugging the coast, this urban oasis 
offers a peaceful spa, fine dining and  
a rooftop pool with unrivaled views.

Cusco

PALACIO NAZARENAS
Historic decor meets contemporary 
style at this hotel built on Inca 
foundations. Unwind at Hypnôze Spa. 

Cusco

MONASTERIO
Uncover Cusco’s rich history at this 
former 16th-century monastery. The art 
collection and cuisine are exceptional.

Cusco – Puno – Arequipa

ANDEAN EXPLORER
Rekindle the romance of the rails 
as you carve a path between Peru’s 
natural wonders and ancient kingdoms.

Machu Picchu

SANCTUARY LODGE
Uniquely located by the ancient  
Inca citadel, this intimate retreat  
is surrounded by orchid gardens.

Sacred Valley

RIO SAGRADO
Set amid lush gardens on the banks  
of the Urubamba River, this is one  
of the most blissful hotels in Peru.

Colca Canyon

LAS CASITAS 
This collection of luxurious bungalows 
offers the ultimate Andean retreat, 
complete with its own farm and spa. 

Cusco – Machu Picchu

HIRAM BINGHAM
Dine, dance and be transported to 
another world as this sumptuous  
train glides across the Sacred Valley.

With hotels and trains across 
the country’s most spectacular 
destinations, Belmond has perfected 
the art of creating magical Peruvian 
escapes. Combine our experiences  
for a unique adventure 
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Go Beyond

Let our expert  

guides inspire your 

Peruvian adventure.  

Visit belmond.com/

itineraries/south-america

You’ve visited Belmond’s hotels and trains. You’ve 
discovered ancient ruins and diverse landscapes.  
Yet there’s still more to uncover in this fabled country

We want you to fall in love with Peru in the same  
way that we have. That’s why our Belmond Journeys 
in Peru team will happily create bespoke itineraries 
across each of this country’s most special places.

Venture to Paracas Bay, a few hours south of Lima, 
where beaches fringed by cliffs teem with rare birds. 
From here, a two-hour flight takes travelers across 
the famed Nazca Lines. Best viewed from the sky, 
this 50 square kilometers of desert floor is covered  
in drawings of animals and deities dating from 300BC. 
Further north, discover the archaeological remains 
of the Mochica and Chimú civilizations, including 
Chan Chan – the largest mud city in the Americas. 

Inland, unleash your wild side on two spectacular 
cruises that meander among areas of jungle seldom 
visited by travelers. In Amazonian Pacaya Samiria 
Reserve, boats introduce you to neon-colored birds, 
playful monkeys and graceful herons. In the south,  
the Madre de Dios River meanders through rainforest 
so abundant that the variety of plant life in a single 
hectare exceeds that in the entire United States. Walk 
among treetops across the quarter mile-long canopy 
bridge and lose your heart to the wonders of Peru.

https://www.belmond.com/packages-and-tours
https://www.belmond.com/packages-and-tours
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Our Belmond World

Having spent decades traveling the globe,  
Belmond invites you to join us for your next adventure. 

Transcend the everyday with inspiring retreats set 
among the world’s most celebrated destinations. 

Our legendary hotels, luxury train journeys, safari 
adventures and pioneering river cruises each have  

a story to tell. Join us as it unfolds.

HOTELS | TRAINS | RIVER CRUISES | JOURNEYS

BELMOND.COM

#TheArtOfBelmond







A wave pattern tumbles  
over this cover’s pages like  

the Pacific Ocean at the foot of 
the hotel. The design evokes the 
panorama from the rooftop pool 
as the sun sets into the sea and 

surfers ride the crests. Azure sky, 
ultramarine waters – the only color 

that could form the background 
inside is this fresh, brilliant blue.



BELMOND.COM

CENTRAL RESERVATIONS HOTELS, PERU

Tel: +51 1 6108300

Email: perures.fits@belmond.com

CENTRAL RESERVATIONS HOTELS, USA

Tel (toll-free): +1 800 237 1236

Tel: +1 843 937 9066

Email: belmond.info@belmond.com

CENTRAL RESERVATIONS HOTELS,  
TRAINS & CRUISES, UNITED KINGDOM

Tel: 0845 077 2222

Email: reservations.uk@belmond.com


